ENGAGEMENT OF CONSULTANT FOR NABH PRE-ACCREDITATION ENTRY LEVEL CERTIFICATION

1. Government Institute of Medical Sciences (GIMS) proposes to engage a Hospital Administration & Quality Consultant / consulting firm on contract basis for providing consulting and training services for quality system at GIMS Hospital for achieving NABH Pre-Accreditation Entry Level certification.

2. Eligibility criteria –
   (a) Applicant / Principal Consultant of the firm must be MD (Hospital Administration) or MHA (MCI recognized).
   (b) Minimum 10 years experience in the field of Hospital Administration / Quality Management systems.
   (c) Minimum 5 years experience in NABH Assessments is desirable.

3. Scope of work
   (a) Consulting for designing quality system, SOPs, procedures, forms/formats and other associated requirements as per NABH Pre-Accreditation Entry Level certification requirements.
   (b) Training of staff for achieving NABH Pre-Accreditation Entry Level certification

4. Terms and conditions shall be as follows:
   (a) Consultant shall be paid consolidated consulting fee of Rs .......... For consulting services and Rs ........ for imparting training to GIMS staff.
   (b) Consultant shall be required to visit GIMS on as required basis but number of visits shall not be less than ....... In a month.
   (c) Total period of engagement for the work is 3 months.
   (d) No TA/DA shall be admissible for visits to the institute.

5. Number of candidates and Method of Selection – Short listed candidates / firms shall be called for interview. Only one candidate shall be selected.
6. Interested individuals and firms may apply by sending their brief biodata / work profile of the qualifications, experience and contact details. In case of firms registration, PAN, GST should also be submitted.

ANY INTERESTED CANDIDATE / FIRM MAY APPLY WITH DETAIL CV/ FIRM DETAILS TO THE OFFICE OF DIRECTOR GIMS GREATER NOIDA BY 30TH DEC 2019